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Abstract

During the RHIC commissioning run with gold ions the injection kickers were about 15% too
weak. One way to increase the e�ective kick strength is to lower the injection momentum. In this
note the e�ects of a lower injection momentum are investigated. We consider the AGS extraction
performance, the transverse matching, the beam size, the longitudinal matching, nonlinear magnetic
�eld errors and the dynamic aperture, persistent currents, intrabeam scattering, and the power supply
regulation. We study cases with injection momenta lowered by up to 30% compared to the nominal
value reported in the design manual [1].

1 Introduction

During the RHIC commissioning run in summer of 1999 it became apparent that the
injection kickers were about 15% too weak to bring the incoming beam onto a at vertical
closed orbit in the ring. About 5% of the lacking strength can be accounted for by the
rhic99 optics which is di�erent from the nominal one due to lacking power supplies in
the interaction regions [2]. During the RHIC Retreat [3] is was proposed to gain 15% of
e�ective kick strength through

� the correct optics (�5%),

� raising the kicker voltage by 5% and

� lowering the injection momentum by 5%.

In this note the third of these options is explored in some detail. E�ects considered
are limits in the AGS extraction performance, the transverse matching, the beam size,
the longitudinal matching, the change in nonlinear magnetic �eld errors and the related
dynamic aperture change, chromaticity changes through persistent currents, intrabeam
scattering, and the power supply regulation at lower excitations levels.

During the commissioning the best measurement for the relativistic  of the injected
gold beam came from the rf frequency and the design circumference, resulting in a value
of  = 12:09. Our benchmark case in this note is  = 12. We study cases with a 
lowered by 5%, 10%, 15%, 20% and 30%. We consider only gold ions here. Except for
the longitudinal matching and intrabeam scattering all e�ects investigated are the similar
for gold ions and protons. For protons the limit below which it is undesirable to inject is
the transition energy at  = 22:9. A gold beam with the same rigidity has a relativistic
factor of  = 9:3.
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2 AGS Extraction and AtR Transfer Line

We consider the performance of the AGS extraction elements and the transverse matching
into the transfer line. We restrict ourselves the case of a RHIC injection momentum low-
ered by 30%. There are no transverse matching problems when the injection momentum
is lowered by only 15%. The main devices which are part of the FEB extraction process
are

1. the back-leg windings of certain AGS magnets,

2. the G10 fast extraction kicker,

3. the H10 extraction septum.

The back-leg windings used in the extraction are shown in Tab. 1. The power-supplies
that power the back-leg windings run reliably down to 100A [4]. The required current for
extraction with a 30% lower momentum, corresponding to  = 8:4, would be 450A and
900A respectively. Beam with a rigidity corresponding to  = 5 for gold ions has been
extracted from the AGS using the back-legged magnets, the G10 extraction kicker and
the H10 extraction septum.

Table 1: Back-leg windings, corresponding power supplies and maximum current of certain AGS extrac-
tion elements.

Magnet back-leg winding F08,F09, G16,G17 H04,H05 H18,H19,
G02,G03 I12,I13

PS name G09A G09B H10B H10A
Maximum current Imax [A] 600 1200 1200 600

Tab. 2 shows four scenarios where the AGS tune and extraction radius have been varied
to match the lattice functions �x;y, �x;y and the dispersion �x;y to the target at H13. The
table shows that a relatively good agreement can be achieved. This will keep the optics of
the u-line almost the same as the nominal optics. The matching of the u-line to the w-line
guarantees identical beam parameters at the rest of the AtR line. The calculations were
performed using a modi�ed version of the computer code BEAM which utilizes measured
magnetic �eld maps of the combined function magnets of the AGS [5].

3 Beam Size

We compute the physical aperture in units of the transverse rms emittance �x;y at a
number of elements in the AtR and RHIC. The 1�x;y betatron amplitude is given by

a1�x;y =

s
�Nx;y
6(�)

�x;y (1)

where (�) are the relativistic factors and �Nx;y is the 95% normalized emittance. We choose
the elements where the physical aperture is most limited. Tab. 3 shows the limitations
for a 10mm�mrad beam centered in the beam pipe for di�erent RHIC injection momenta.
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Table 2: Di�erent scenarios for the transverse matching of the AGS extracted beam at element H13. The
matching targets are the lattice functions at the nominal extraction momentum.

Case Unit Target #1 #2 #3 #4
Relativistic  [1] 8.85+0.25% 8.85 8.85 8.85
IQx

[A] 0 0 95 130
IQy

[A] 0 0 -65 -25
Qx [1] 8.67 8.72 8.75 8.78
Qy [1] 8.77 8.77 8.78 8.75
G10 bump [mrad] 0.91 0.96 0.93 0.91
H10 bump [mrad] 0.84 0.92 0.92 0.92
H13 x [mm] 450.9 450.9 450.9 450.9
H13 x' [mrad] 69.5 69.5 69.5 69.5
H13 �x [m] 37.5 33.9 33.8 32.8 32.7
H13 �x [1] -4.1 -3.6 -3.6 -3.5 -3.5
H13 �y [m] 6.5 7.5 7.5 7.7 7.6
H13 �y [1] 0.8 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1
H13 �x [m] -1.5 -1.5 -1.1 -0.9 -0.6
H13 �0x [1] -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 -0.0 -0.0

Table 3: Physical aperture at selected locations in the AtR transfer line and RHIC. Assumed is a beam
with a 95% normalized emittance of 10mm � mrad, centered in the beam pipe. Transfer line element
names are from the x-line, aperture is abbreviated with \Aper".

Momentum reduction [%] { 5 10 15 20 30
Relativistic  [1] 12.0 11.4 10.8 10.2 9.6 8.4

Location Aper Plane �x;y Aper Aper Aper Aper Aper Aper Comment
[mm] [m] [�x;y] [�x;y] [�x;y] [�x;y] [�x;y] [�x;y]

AtR

uq1 31.8 hor 96 8.7 8.5 8.3 8.0 7.8 7.3 round
uq9 50.8 hor 176 10.3 10.0 9.7 9.5 9.2 8.6 round
ud4-ud5 39.0 ver 51 14.7 14.3 13.9 13.5 13.1 12.3 C-type
wd1-wd8 39.0 ver 55 14.1 13.8 13.4 13.0 12.6 11.8 C-type
wq6 50.8 hor 105 13.3 13.0 12.6 12.3 11.9 11.1 round
xd1...27 32.0 ver 27 16.5 16.1 15.7 15.2 14.8 13.8 B-type
xq6 50.8 hor 99 13.7 13.4 13.0 12.6 12.3 11.5 round
xp1 22.0 ver 27 11.4 11.2 10.9 10.6 10.2 9.6 ver. at
xlamb 22.0 hor 23 12.3 12.0 11.7 11.3 11.0 10.3 hor. at
RHIC

xki 20.0 ver 40 8.5 8.3 8.0 7.8 7.6 7.1 round
arc quad 38.0 hor/ver 50 14.4 14.1 13.7 13.3 12.9 12.1 round
IR quad 63.0 hor/ver 150 13.8 13.5 13.1 12.7 12.3 11.5 round
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Most limiting are the AtR quadrupole uq1 in the horizontal plane and the RHIC
injection kicker in the vertical plane. Both have still 7� of physical aperture for an
injection momentum lowered by 30%. The above statement is true also when we include
the contribution of the dispersion of the AtR line to the beam size.

4 Longitudinal Matching

Tab. 4 shows the momentum spread, synchrotron frequency and slipping factor in the
AGS for di�erent extraction momenta as well as the rf voltage that is needed in RHIC
to match the beam longitudinally. If the momentum is lowered by 20%, corresponding
to a relativistic  of 9.6, there are 700kV required in RHIC, beyond the current limit of
500kV. If the momentum is lowered by 30%, corresponding to a relativistic  of 8.4, the
extraction momentum in the AGS would be below and close to making the operation of rf
loops di�cult. The longitudinal matching condition of the gold beam therefore prevents
a reduction of the RHIC injection momentum by more than 15%.

Table 4: Momentum spread, synchrotron frequency and slipping factor in the AGS for di�erent extraction
momenta together with the matching RF voltage in RHIC.

Momentum reduction [%] { 5 10 15 20 30
Relativistic  [1] 12.0 11.4 10.8 10.2 9.6 8.4
AGS �p=p [10�3] 1.15 1.24 1.35 1.43 1.70 3.10
AGS fs [Hz] 126 122 116 107 93 33
AGS � [1] 0.0069 0.0061 0.0053 0.0042 0.0030 -0.0003
RHIC Vrf to match [kV] 186 240 303 404 700 {

5 Nonlinear Magnetic Field Errors and Dynamic Aperture

We assume here that the nonlinear magnetic �eld errors are purely of a geometric nature.
In this case, the coe�cients (bn; an) in the �eld expansion

By + iBx = B0

"
1 +

1X
n=0

(bn + ian)

�
x+ iy

r0

�n
#

(2)

do not change with the main �eldB0. r0 is a reference radius. Other e�ects that contribute
to �eld errors are saturation and persistent currents. Saturation e�ects can be neglected
at injection energy, the change of chromaticity due to persistent current decay is treated
in the next section.

To simplify the discussion we consider only transverse motion and on-momentum par-
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ticles. The Hamiltonian can then be written as [6]

H(x; z; x0; z0; s) =
1

2
x0

2
+
1

2
z0
2
+ kx(s)x

2 � kz(s)z
2 +

1X
mn

m;n�1
m+n�2

amn(s)x
mzn (3)

where the amn are given by

amn = (�1)n=2
(m+ n� 1)!

m!n!
bm+n+1r

�(m+n)
0 ; for n even (\normal" multipoles),

(4)

amn = (�1)(n+1)=2
(m+ n� 1)!

m!n!
am+n+1r

�(m+n)
0 ; for n odd (\skew" multipoles):

(5)

kx(s) and ky(s) are measures for the focusing strength (strong and weak). The Hamilto-
nian (3), and therefore the dynamic aperture, is independent of the particle momentum.
However, with a lower momentum one has to accommodate a larger beam. A 30% reduc-
tion in the injection momentum leads to a 15% larger beam.

In an earlier study [7] 100,000 turn loss borders were found at 10-12�. 100,000 turn
chaotic borders, normally a pessimistic estimate of the dynamic aperture, were found at
7-10�. The machine studied used protons with a relativistic  of 27 and the nominal tunes
of (Qx; Qy) = (28:19; 19; 18). The simulation was done in the 6 dimensions and included
tune ripple of various strength. We would not expect an insu�cient dynamic aperture
when the injection momentum is lowered by 30%.

6 Chromaticity Change Due to Persistent Current Decay

Once the main magnets of RHIC are ramped to the injection level the persistent currents
created will decay with time and change the sextupole component of the magnetic �eld.
This leads to a slow change of the chromaticity. When the acceleration ramp starts the
sextupoles will change back to their original value in a short time interval thereby changing
the chromaticity rapidly. This e�ect is known as snap-back.

Bench measurements of the time dependent sextupole �eld in the dipoles have been
made at 660A. Fig. 1 shows the measurements of 20 RHIC arc dipoles. Typically, the
sextuple �eld changes by 1 unit in 5 minutes. We assume that the persistent currents are
the approximately independent of the main current [10] and scale the measurements at
660A accordingly to lower values of the dipole current.

We use as de�nition for the horizontal chromaticity

�x =
�Qx

�p=p
: (6)
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Figure 1: Time-dependent change of the sextupole coe�cient in 20 RHIC dipoles in units or 10�4 at a
reference radius of 2.5cm [10].

The change of chromaticity ��x associated with the change of the sextupole component
b2 in the main dipole �eld B0 can then be computed as (see for example [8])

��x = �
1

2�

1

(B�)

I
�x(s)

B0�b2(s)

r20
�x(s)ds: (7)

where �x is the dispersion and r0 the reference radius from the magnet measurements.
B0 is the main dipole �eld in the measurement of the persistent current e�ects and is
di�erent from the B in the rigidity (B�). ��x can now be approximated as

��x = �
B0

B

�b2
r20

h�x(s)�x(s)i (8)

where the angle h:i indicates the average over one arc dipole. Given the RHIC cell length
Lp = 29:6m, the cell phase advance � = 1:41rad and the cell bending angle � = 77:8mrad,
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the average h:i in Eq. (8) can be computed, using a thin-lens approximation [9], as

h�x(s)�x(s)i=

Z l2

l1

ds

l2 � l1

�
�+ �

2s(1 + sin �
2
)

cos �
2

+
4s2 tan �

2

Lp

�
�

�
�+
�
1 �

2s sin �
2

Lp

�
+

s2�

2Lp

�
(9)

where the limits l1 � 2:5m and l2 � 12m are the s-positions of the beginning and end of
an arc dipole relative to the center of a cell quadrupole. The maximum beta function �+

and dispersion �+ of the cell are given by [9]

�+ =
Lp(1 + sin �

2
)

sin�
and �+ =

Lp�(1 +
1
2
sin �

2

4 sin2 �
2

: (10)

We obtain from a numerical integration

h�x(s)�x(s)i = 34:2m2: (11)

Tab. 5 shows the change in chromaticity for the di�erent injection momenta after 5 min-
utes. With a momentum spread �p=p of about 0.001 o�-momentumparticles experience a
change in the horizontal tune of up to 0.01 within 5 minutes when the injection momentum
is lowered by 30%. This should be of some concern.

Table 5: Change in the horizontal chromaticity due to persistent currents for di�erent injection momenta
after 5 minutes.

Momentum reduction [%] { 5 10 15 20 30
Relativistic  [1] 12.0 11.4 10.8 10.2 9.6 8.4
Idipole [A] 543 524 489 462 434 380
��x after 5min [1] -6.4 -6.7 -7.1 -7.5 -8.0 -9.1

7 Intrabeam Scattering

To investigate the change in the beam size growth times caused by intrabeam scattering
we use the model described in Ref. [11]. We assume that the RHIC ring is only made up
of regular FODO cells and use the nominal bunch intensity of 109 particles. We compute
the growth times

�x;y;s =

�
1

�x;y;s

d�x;y;s
dt

��1
(12)

for di�erent momenta. The results are shown in Tab. 6. Growth rates scale approximately
linearly with  and with intensity.

For the cases under consideration, the initial longitudinal growth rate due to intrabeam
scattering will not be reduced by more than 25% and should not cause additional severe
problems.
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Table 6: Initial growth times for a gold beam at nominal intensity with di�erent momenta in RHIC.

Momentum reduction [%] { 5 10 15 20 30
Relativistic  [1] 12.0 11.4 10.8 10.2 9.6 8.4
�x [min] -38.0 -33.1 -28.8 -25.0 -21.6 -16.1
�y [min] -22.0 -19.9 -17.9 -16.1 -14.3 -11.2
�s [min] 2.2 2.1 2.0 1.9 1.8 1.6

8 Power Supply Regulation

During the commissioning run measurements of the current regulation of the main dipoles
at 543A showed

� an absolute current error of 30ppm (0.165A),

� a repeatability of better than 5ppm (0.028A),

� a stability of better than 2ppm (0.011A).

Assuming that the set point is adjusted until the required current is realized the maximum
current error is less than 0.039A. This absolute error is independent of the dipole current.
The relative current errors at di�erent injection momenta are given in Tab. 7, they scale
inversely proportional with the injection momentum. During commissioning stability
could be maintained at currents as low as 50A.

Table 7: Absolute and relative current error at di�erent excitation levels of the main dipole bus.

Momentum reduction [%] { 5 10 15 20 30
Relativistic  [1] 12.0 11.4 10.8 10.2 9.6 8.4
Idipole [A] 543 524 489 462 434 380
Ierror, absolute [A] 0.039 0.039 0.039 0.039 0.039 0.039
Ierror=Idipole ppm 72 76 80 84 90 103

9 Conclusion

The investigated e�ects show no operational limit when the RHIC injection momentum is
lowered by 15%. A beam with an even lower momentumcannot be matched longitudinally
by the RHIC rf. However, all e�ects are likely to deteriorate the beam lifetime slightly
and should be reviewed after more operational experience has been gained.
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